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Book one of Sudoku Puzzle Book Series by Adam Ellis. This Book Contains 50 Beginner, 50

Novice, 50 Moderate and 50 Advanced difficulty Sudoku Puzzles with answers, for beginners and

experienced Sudoku Puzzlers.
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The shipping service was very good. It arrived when it was supposed to and came in great shape.I

have 2 of the 3 books from this publisher and enjoy them very much. There are 3 different books

(comes in red, blue, and green for the different volumes. They have 4 different levels: Beginner,

Novice, Moderate, and Advance. I like how they start out pretty easy and then progress in difficulty.

There is always the solutions at the back of the book (like a crossword puzzle), so that if you get

stuck you can check in the back for the solution/correction/hint . It's not a very large book and there

are 2 puzzles per page. My book fits in my purse, so it's convenient to take with you to work on. I

hope they continue to produce these books. Right now they have 3. I will look for a 4th soon.

I bought two of these Sudoku books as we'll be going on a road trip soon. Everyone in my house

loves to play Sudoku, and I like that this book has different levels, ranging from beginner to

advanced. My husband and I took one of the books with us on a vacation recently, and while I

would use beginner or novice, he was able to play at the moderate/advanced level (he's been

playing Sudoku longer than me). The beginner level is super easy, and something I can start

teaching my 11 year old how to play. Our teenagers love to play as well, and they play at the novice

level. I love how one book can entertain the whole family, and makes for quite road trips. The book



is affordable, and I will definitely be looking to purchase other volumes.

I've been doing these puzzles for the last 10 years and thank god for the answers in the back

because the beginner levels are more like a medium level and the medium level is like an advanced

level and the advanced level is off the charts wickedly hard!!!!

I've done many sudoku books and was stuck on one of the puzzles. Finally I gave up and checked

the answer key to see if I'd made any mistakes. As you can see from the photo thr #2 is repeated in

the same box and in the same row. This explains why I couldn't solve it. I'm returning it.

I have so far found two bona fide typos in Volume 1 (i.e. novice puzzle #42 and moderate puzzle

#12) wherein the location of a pre-printed number in the puzzle does not match what is shown in the

solutions at the back. I stopped working on the offending puzzles once I discovered the typos so I

couldn't tell you if they do actually work out in the end, although as the printed solutions do appear

to be valid I have my suspicions.I don't see any other reviews that mention typos, so I don't know if

maybe I received a "goofed up" edition that was eventually corrected. But I will note that I ordered

this volume within the last year.In general, I've liked these Adam Ellis Sudoku books -- the puzzles

seem nicely randomized (no "mirroring" or repeated patterns) and the difficulty progresses along at

a satisfying pace. But after finding two typos so far in this volume, my level of enjoyment has cooled.

Really cool sudoku book with lots of cool puzzles. I like the fact that it has all of the beginner puzzles

up front and then progressively gets harder and harder throughout the book. It is a nice book with

200 sudoku puzzles in it. If you like sukoku then this is a good book to get. I like the paperback

versions of this game so that I can solve them before bed so I don't have to look at a phone screen

to play sudoku apps. Overall this is a really cool puzzle book with a lot of challenging sudoku

puzzles. I would recommend this book to anyone who likes sudoku.

I was so excited to order this book and was going to order the next volumes as well as future

purchases, but this is the "first" sudoku book I ever bought that had a mistake in the solutions! I was

really shocked to see this mistake as this was not one of the paperback versions of sudoku puzzles.

the puzzles are great but i like to write numbers in the borders and there is not very much room to

do such.
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